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At BIKINI BERLIN: Light became colour. 
A highly regarded art installation of colour effect glass  
by Camilla Richter ended successfully. 
 
This spring, a spectacular play of colour and light fascinated the visitors in the 
extraordinary “BIKINI BERLIN” shopping mall at the Kaiser-Wilhelm Memorial 
Church. “Light Catching Shadows” was the name of an installation by the glass 
artist Camilla Richter from Berlin. Five weeks long it transformed the open 
space in front of the panorama window on the ground floor of the shopping 
centre into a room of light and colour.  
 

 
Photo © Bikini Berlin 
 
The walk-in room was divided by a wall of dichroic colour effect glass. The 
transparent panes of glass transformed the incident light into different, 
literally bright colours that emerged as coloured shadows on the floor. Panes 
of colour-effect glass, which had been hung above the room, generated 
changing light colours. 
 
The fest of light and colour, now already come to an end, impressed the large 
numbers of visitors, who often looked at the colourful event for hours from the 
comfort of floor cushions. The temporary "art space” was a complete success 
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for BIKINI BERLIN and, last but not least, the manufacturer, PRINZ OPTICS 
GmbH based in Stromberg. 
 

Colour effect glass is a dichroic (from the Greek ‘dichroos’ = bicolour) 
filter. With it, nearly each colour of the spectrum can be generated from 
light. Depending upon the incidence angle of light rays and the 
perspective of the viewer, it is colourless and intensely colourful, 
transparent or reflective. These properties are created by an extremely 
thin, optically transparent coating which reflects certain wavelengths of 
the light rays whilst others are transmitted unhampered. 
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